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1. INTRODUCTION
In this prospectus we hope to interest you in participating in a small scale investment in a
luxury resort hotel facility in Bali. To participate in this opportunity it is important that you
take into account that your investment participation will also be of benefit of the local
people who participate in our company, either as building/construction workers or as
operational staff for guest services and/or villa maintenance.
It also gives you the opportunity for a co-ownership of a luxury resort facility in one of the
most attractive and relaxing areas in Bali, that you can enjoy yourself for free in this
respect.

2. CONTEXT
Bali is one of the most attractive holiday destinations in the World and according to the
readers of Travel&Leisure-magazine even the best island destination in the World (2007,
in 2008 nr 2!). The amount of tourist that visits Bali yearly is growing again significantly
(YTD estimate 2,7 million in 2011, which is 50% more than in 2008; official government
statistics).
Most tourist facilities are grouped around the airport Ngurah Rai area in places like Nusa
Dua, Jimbaran, Sanur, Tuban, Kuta, Legian and Seminyak. All high class 5-star hotels are
located there with exception of Bali Hyatt in Sanur and some hotels in Ubud. So the high
segment travellers, who enjoy staying in 5-star facilities, all book and stay in the south of
Bali.
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Besides the mentioned areas in the south, there is just a little amount of 5-star hotel
facilities on the rest of the island. Old time destination Ubud, the artist village, still
attractive to many tourists is one of them and Hotel Matahari in the utmost NW of Bali
(near Permuteran) is the other one. Furthermore there is Hotel Damai in Kayuputih (in the
hills above Lovina area) and an Alila hotel in Candi Dasa (in eastern Bali). But that is about
it.
The government of Bali wants to spread the tourist activities more over Bali towards the
North (greater Lovina area) and the East (Candi Dasa). The government developed plans
for a second international airport in the central north of Bali (little east of Singaraja).
Over the last 5 years we have seen increasing investments in infrastructure like roads,
pavements and beach facilities. Every year Sail Indonesia embarks also at Lovina.
A remarkable development is the amount of newly built villa’s bought by and built for
foreigners especially in the area between Seririt and Singaraja. Many owners offer their
villa for rent. These villas are attractive to renters because of their space, their locations
and high class facilities. This brings higher segment tourists to the North of Bali and most
of them are surprised by the beauty of this part of the island, the fine places to visit, the
restaurants and shops. There are numerous investments in better hotel facilities and new
(international) restaurants.
Slowly Lovina is moving out of the backpacker’s image it had for decades towards a fine
quiet, peaceful and stylish holiday destination, the south is gradually loosing because it is
more and more focussing on imported western style dominated entertainment.
Specific activities and attractions you only find in the North:
 The old capital (raised by Dutch colonial government Singaraja with typical Dutch
colonial style architecture)
 Chinese temple in Singaraja
 Historical museum in Singaraja
 Numerous beautiful waterfalls
 The Buddhist temple in Banjar
 The hot springs in Banjar
 Lovina centre with many shops and restaurants, bars with live music and 2-3 star
hotel facilities along the beach
 Hiking tours
 Mountain biking tours
 Motorbike tours through rural areas
 Amazing views from top of the hills and mountains
 The crater lakes of Bedugul with the temple in the lake , the famous local market,
the strawberry farms and the vast botanical garden with kids attractions.
 The most beautiful golf course of Bali (Bali Handara Kosaido)
 Early dolphin watching at sea (unique in Bali)
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Snorkelling trips
Diving courses and/or exercises (PADI certified)
Unique snorkelling and diving locations along the north coast from Menjangang
Island with amazing corals and tropical fishes to the east with the wreck of the US
Liberty and many locations in between.

3. ROYAL RESIDENCE RANGDU
Royal Residence Rangdu is an early investment initiated by InnoMotion Beheer bv, The
Netherlands (in 2004). The investment was formalised into a foreign investment company
under Indonesian law at 1 April 2007 (fiscally 1 January 2007) called PT BaliMotion
Indonesia PMA.
Royal Residence Rangdu is located in Desa Rangdu (between Seririt <at the coast> and
Mayong <uphill>). The resort is built on a hill with some steep slopes and for the rest ricefield like terraces on different levels. It is a unique location, which sits on a source of
unimaginable (spiritually good) energy. The highest level of the hill is 210 meter above sea
level and there are magnificent views to many directions. The Google Earth coordinates of
the entrance gate are:
EL 114. 57 . 16. 3548
SW -8. 14. 19. 3776
The concept of Royal Residence Rangdu is “a secluded boutique resort of luxury traditional
Balinese style villa’s owned by private investors” (the absolute maximum number of villa’s
in the resort is limited to 12). So far, 8 villas have been raised on the land (a service
building and 7 villa’s for private owners, see the red triangles on the artist impression
below; the yellow triangle is our investment objective).
And in addition to that we serve an all-inclusive guest services concept, that is based on
well-known traditional Balinese hospitality, personal attention and quality catering.
Key elements are:
- in harmony with and respect for traditional
Balinese environment
- peaceful and spacious with respect for privacy
- our guests deserve royal treatment
- best conditions for ultimate relaxation
- all amenities available in the resort
- high quality in buildings and in service as well
- let our environment benefit from our success as
well.
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Five villas are available for rent. In 2007 we booked a total of 533 guest nights and this
grew until 877 in 2011. This trend will be strengthened by increased marketing & sales
effort and an increase in available accommodation. We plan to reach 1.200 guest nights in
2012 (see also Marketing & Sales in chapter 9).
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MARKETING CHALLENGE
The location is terrific. All visitors admit this is really a place to enjoy a relaxing holiday in a
pure Balinese atmosphere. All guest reviews are in superlatives.
So except for extending the luxury facilities we do not need to be worried that the
attractiveness of Royal Residence Rangdu as a holiday destination is in doubt.
Our target group is to define as:
 Bali lovers
 Typically Balinese atmosphere seekers
 Nature admirers
 Valuing luxury facilities
 In need for quality time
 Looking for a really relaxing stay
 Valuing true Balinese hospitality
 Valuing personal attention, privacy and well taken care of.
The real marketing challenge in this respect is to reach this target group and to match
them with our service offering and (especially on internet) to convince them that they will
be thrilled to spend time in Royal Residence Rangdu. REAL VALUE FOR MONEY.
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4. VISION AND STRATEGY
According to the previous analysis the North of Bali has the potential of attracting higher
segment tourists once the available hotel facilities will meet their (high) standards. But so
far the only real 5-star facility is hotel Matahari in the far west (cheapest prices US$ 270
per room per night excl taxes 21%). But this fine hotel is too far away from most of the
attractions in the North of Bali. Reasonable maximum 4-5-star facilities nearby Lovina are
Damai Cottages & Restaurant and Puri Bagus Hotel.
Royal Residence Residence Rangdu is already experienced in high quality service and is
constantly improving the service levels and the quality of the meals. Guests response is
extreme satisfying (see guestbook www.royalresidencerangdu.com, and guest reviews on
www.TripAdvisor.com and www.AGODA.com ).
When we develop real top hotel accommodation in addition to the villa accommodation
and this is actively marketed to the target groups, then we can exploit the mentioned
potential in a very appealing way. But to minimise the investment risk we tend to limit our
outspoken ambition.
In line with the existing villa development we have an excellent opportunity to develop
the top hotel accommodation with a relatively low investment amount. Our plan is to
develop 4 very luxury hotel suites (villa-style) each on approx. 260 m2 with their own
secluded garden with beautiful lotus pond and waterfall. Each of the one bedroom Royal
Suites will have the advantage of a private plunge pool of 5 x 3 meter.
To make the Royal Suites more attractive for private owners to invest, we have planned an
extra (storage) room that can be locked in absence of the owner. But for them this room is
also usable as a study or as a children’s bedroom or bed for an extra guest.
Of course a mutual swimming pool and a Spa-massage will complete these facilities. The
plot of land for these latter facilities is available, prepared and in possession of
InnoMotion Beheer bv, who is prepared to sell the land at book value to PT BaliMotion
Indonesia.
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5. CREDENTIALS OF PT BALIMOTION INDONESIA PMA
PT BaliMotion Indonesia PMA (means “foreign investment company”) is incorporated on
January 1, 2007, taking over all Bali assets of its legal predecessor InnoMotion Beheer bv.
Registration TDP: 220117000223, Singaraja, Bali.

Tax number NPWP: 01.828.933.0-902.000

Shareholders are:
InnoMotion Beheer b.v.
95%
IG Bagus Surya Candra Sasmita 5%.
Non-executive (Komisaris): vacancy
Executives:
Presiden Direktur:
Jack van den Berg
Direktur:
IG Bagus Surya Candra Sasmita
PT BaliMotion Indonesia is (economically) owner of 1,1 ha land, of which still approx.
5.000 m2 is available for villa development. Besides that PT BaliMotion Indonesia is
(economically) owner of the service building, de mountain well (crystal clear) water supply
system, the hotel kitchen, traditional Balinese entrance gate and some transport means.
The capital end 2011 is approx. € 200.000 depending valuation criteria.
The land that is made available for villa sales is divided into plots and each of them has its
own legal ownership certificate (“Hak Milik”, which means eternal ownership). All
certificates are in the name of IG Bagus Surya Candra Sasmita, our fellow shareholder and
director. Economically owners have a partnership agreement with IG Bagus Surya.
Until now PT BaliMotion Indonesia has built 7 private villas of outstanding architecture,
style and quality (friend & foe will admit), all in Royal Residence Rangdu.

Jepun, Jan 2003

Cempaka, Juli 2006
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Wana, August 2010

6. INVESTMENT PLAN
The investment plan is to invest in 4 Royal Suites of each around 65 m2 floor space (under
the roof) to be developed in the same style as our villa’s, each on a plot of approx. 260 m2
land with a very nice secluded and cosy tropical garden. The Royal Suites will be built
within the Royal Residence Rangdu compound, close to the central facilities area. The plot
is in total 1.050 m2 and will be divided in 4 almost equal parts of about 265 m2 each.

Two L-shaped buildings each of them containing 2 Royal Suites
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The private gardens will be protected from in views by a medium high wall (120 – 150 cm)
on both sides covered with plantation. The two buildings will be physically connected by a
typical Balinese gate. The 2 outer Royal Suites will have their own Balinese gate entrance.

Garden side view of the left building

Entrance side view of the left building

The design is the result of an unique cooperation of Dutch architect Barend Staal and our chief architect IG Bagus Siwi
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Both the suites have the bedrooms on the ground floor. The left room has a stair up to
second floor in the tower with extra storage room and bathroom. Second floor shown in
in-picture drawing between the 2 buildings. Separate toilet downstairs under the stairs.
Both bedrooms are connectable. The bedroom pointing to the north has bathroom and
storage room on the groundfloor. The terraces are in fact open living rooms.
To give a glimpse of what kind of finishing quality we have in mind we
have pictured and described some of the finishing standards we use
for our villas.
In any case the suites will each have their own traditional Balinese
entrance door with rich woodcarving in the solid teakwood door.
Once inside one sees a spacious bedroom with sitting corner and
kitchenette, a very romantic 4-posted bed with at the backside a
beautifully stone carved wall which expresses one of the
famous Hindu eposes. The floors will be of shiny cream
marble. A bathroom facility that consists of an inside part
with washing table furniture and an outside part with shower,
separated from the inside by a glass door.
The photo’s just give an impression
Than outside the large bedroom annex living room one finds a
roof covered terrace of approx. 14 m2 with enough space for
relaxation and/or dining if desired. The garden will host a
lotus pond, part of the private tropical garden with a waterfall
slowly running down into the pond. The garden will be
completed with fairy-tale evening lighting.
And as mentioned before the icing on the cake will be the 5 x 3 meter plunge pool.
The Royal Suites will be fully furnished with high quality Balinese style furniture.

MEASUREMENTS
As pricing is derived from measurement this is an important piece of information for
investors.
Plot sizes
Each of the suites will be situated on a plot of average 265 m2. But because two sides of
the total plot border a road which for half belong the undivided plot, the net surface of
the 2 eastern plots might be reduced in net-available m2 by 30 m2 maximum each.
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Royal Suite type A and C (with open air bathroom in tower)
Roof covered terrace
16 m2
Bedroom, entrance and pantry area
30 m2
Stair and hall space upper floor
8 m2
Extra (storage) room
8 m2
Bathroom
10 m2
TOTAL
72 m2

Royal Suite type B and D (all suite space on ground floor)
Roof covered terrace
16 m2
Bedroom, entrance and pantry area
25 m2
Extra (storage) room
8 m2
Bathroom
12 m2
TOTAL
61 m2

7. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Because everything is already thought through and prepared, the outstanding building
team is ready to start the building process as soon as funds are made available.
We foresee a building period of about 6 months, because we can work on 2 equal units
parallel. Our start of the construction process mainly depends on the gathering of the
necessary investment sum. Once we have more than 2/3 of the necessary sum collected it
is safe to start.
This brings us to the following planning:
1 January 2012 – 15 February 2012

15 February 2012

-

marketing & sales of the idea
and parallel to that the finalisation of
necessary drawings
milestone decision GO/NOGO

If and when GO!:
16 February 2012 – 29 February 2012

site and infrastructure preparation

1 March – 30 June

construction hotel rooms and finishing
floors and walls
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30 May – 31 July

swimming pool and sun terrace
construction and technical installations in
the suites

30 June – 31 July

landscaping and plunge pools

1 Aug – 31 Aug

final finishing work and delivery

The Royal Suites will be ready for usage/occupation by September 1, 2012. The marketing
and sales process for renters has already being started (see www.agoda.com), but will be
intensified and extended to other sites and tour operators shortly.

8

FINANCIAL PLANNING

8.1 Pricing and payment schedule
The financial planning starts with the investment sum of the suites to be deposited
before 29 February 2012. Eventually it can be deposited in three stages, but at least 50%
of the amount has to be deposited before the start of the building process.
PRICING
Based on the measurement of the plots and suites the following prices apply:
Royal Suite A:
Royal Suite B:
Royal Suite C:
Royal Suite D:

€
€
€
€

66.000
62.000
61.000
59.000

PRICES INCLUDE:
Building construction
Garden design and plantation
Plunge pool of 5x3 meter
Kitchen- and bathroom equipment
Furniture and other interior items
Kitchen ware
Bed ware
- Taxes and legal fees.
No extra charges to be expected.
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OPERATIONAL COSTS
PT BaliMotion Indonesia also acts as the management of the resort and as such is
assigned to park- & villa management. The costs for villa- & park management are
detailed below.
Fixed (ownership related)
Fixed operational costs regard:
- Suite maintenance & - management
- Garden maintenance
- Plunge pool maintenance (including technical installation)
- Drinking water supply
- Security
- Liability insurance
- Waste management.
Estimated total fixed costs Rp 550.000 + Rp 137.500 management fee and tax
(depending agreement with Association of owners).
With an exchange rate of 11.500 this amount is equal to € 60 per month.
Variable (usage related)
Variable operational costs regard:
- Electricity consumption (ownership charge; estimated € 40 per month)
- LPG gas usage (ownership charge; estimated € 4 per month)
- Housekeeping (user charge; not ownership related).
Based on our villa management experience the operational costs can be estimated to a
total amount of:
Fixed costs
€ 60 (including management fee and taxes)
Variable costs € 50 (including management fee and taxes)
TOTAL per month € 110 and thus per year € 1.320 (is around 2% of investment).

8.2 Profit development
Then the second important financial issue is the profit planning, which must enable us
to generate investor benefits. In this respect we try not to over-exaggerate our
expectations which, by the way, will be a result of all marketing & sales effort we can
put into this proposition.
The first element is the pricing. As we will elaborate in the Marketing & Sales chapter 9
we want to start with a moderate pricing of average only US$ 130 for 2 persons
including breakfast and taxes per night in midseason. But as the investments differ we
also tend to let the rental fees correlate with the investment amounts.
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Royal Suite pricing breakdown in €:
LOW SEASON
Rate item
Published rate
Commission

Suite A
100
20

*) Contract rate

Suite B
96
19

80

Suite C
95
19

77

Suite D
93
19

76

74

Buffet breakfast
25
25
25
25
VAT Room Tax
5
5
5
5
Owner net fee
50
47
46
44
*) Contract rate is the net price tour operators will pay.
MID SEASON
Rate item
Published rate
Commission

Suite A
114
23

*) Contract rate

Buffet breakfast
VAT Tax
Owner net fee

Suite B
110
22

91

Suite C
109
22

88

Suite D
106
21

87

85

25
6
60

25
6
57

25
6
56

25
6
54

Suite A
128
26

Suite B
124
25

Suite C
123
25

Suite D
120
24

HIGH SEASON
Rate item
Published rate
Commission
*) Contract rate

Buffet breakfast
VAT Tax
Owner net fee

102

25
7
70

99

25
7
67

98

25
7
66

96

25
7
64

The pricing is to be called moderate, because the starting price of our possible
competitors in the North of Bali is US$ 270 (even excl tax and service charge a 21%). So
are their food prices, alcohol and massages much higher than we can charge. We
foresee an average 8% raise per year of our room price until around US$ 160 (including
taxes) in 2015. Of course we will do better if the market allows us.
At the same time we target the occupancy of these facilities in average per year to rise
to 40% in 2016. However the start in 2012 will be hampered by the fact that we have
only 4 months available. So a start occupancy of 20% is approx. 6 nights per month per
Royal Suite, so max 120 would be our target in 2012 (one full year gives us 1.460
available nights, measured over the total of 4 Royal Suites).
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THE BRUT TURNOVER ESTIMATES PER ROYAL SUITE
ROYAL SUITE A (in €) investment = € 66.000
Year
Occupancy Nr of
Net per
Brut
target
nights night avg Turnover
2012
20 % <
30
60
1.800
2013
25 %
91
60
5.460
2014
30 %
110
65
7.150
2015
35 %
128
70
8.960
2016
40 %
146
75
10.950
2017
45 %
165
80
13.200

Yield
%
2,7
8,2
10,8
13,5
16,6
20,0

ROYAL SUITE B (in €) investment = € 62.000
Year
Occupancy Nr of
Net per Brut
target
nights night avg Turnover
2012
20 % <
30
57
1.710
2013
25 %
91
57
5.187
2014
30 %
110
62
6.820
2015
35 %
128
67
8.576
2016
40 %
146
72
10.512
2017
45 %
165
77
12.705

Yield
%
2,7
8,3
11,0
13,8
16,9
20,5

ROYAL SUITE C (in €) investment = € 61.000
Year
Occupancy Nr of
Net per
Brut
target
nights night avg Turnover
2012
20 % <
30
56
1.680
2013
25 %
91
56
5.096
2014
30 %
110
61
6.710
2015
35 %
128
66
8.448
2016
40 %
146
71
10.366
2017
45 %
165
76
12.540

Yield
%
2,7
8,3
11,0
13,8
17,0
20,5

ROYAL SUITE D (in €) investment = € 59.000
Year
Occupancy Nr of
Net per
Brut
target
nights night avg Turnover
2012
20 % <
30
54
1.620
2013
25 %
91
54
4.914
2014
30 %
110
59
6.490
2015
35 %
128
64
8.192
2016
40 %
146
69
10.074
2017
45 %
165
74
12.210

Yield
%
2,7
8,3
11,0
13,8
17,0
20,6
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Occupancy of 50% is in the hospitality branch considered an absolute minimum to cover
all costs of the organisation. But of course every hospitality business is striving for more.
So we will do also. And any extra profit that is generated will increase the yield
immediately.

8.3 EXTRA INVESTOR BENEFITS
Besides the financial benefits of the investment, investors can count on the following
additional benefits:
-

No maintenance and management costs in 2012
No rental costs for a stay in their own Royal Suite
25% discount on guest services (meals, drinks, massages, trips e.d.)
One free airport shuttle service per year

9. MARKETING & SALES
One sales success factor is to offer a unique facility consisting of large luxury Balinese style
Royal Suites in an amazing location (you will agree when you are there!).
Another one is to do everything with utmost quality standards in mind. That is put into our
villa-construction work, our guest services, the food we present, the way we maintain the
resort and the way we expose ourselves through websites, social media and emails.
Our staffs are constantly trained to deliver the typical traditional Balinese hospitality
mixed with western quality standards.
But all of that is not an absolute guarantee for sales success, because people need to know
you are there and especially why it is so good for them THAT WE are there. This is all
about Marketing & Sales.
Until 2008 we were not really aggressive in promoting our villa-accommodation, because
we had only 2 villas available and were not very serious about the rental business. We saw
it more as a portal to villa sales. But since people who have visited us in 2006 and 2007
(and this continued in 2008) were, without any exception, surprised and amazed about the
breath taking scenery, the beautiful style and quality of villa’s, the food we present, the
charming staff and the fantastic well-kept tropical gardens, we turned towards rental
business as seriously as villa-sale business. So 2007/2008 is the turning point in that
respect.
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What are the channels we exploit?
1. Owner websites:
a. www.royalresidencerangdu.com and
b. www.villatunjung.com i.e.
2. Intermediary websites (to be extended):
a. Houses of Asia.com
b. AGODA.com
c. FlipKey.com
d. 9Flats.com
e. Booking.com (to be implemented shortly)
f. AsiaTravel.com (to be implemented shortly)
3. (Social) networks of owners and renters (mouth-to-mouth referrals)
4. Social media networks Facebook and LinkedIn intertwined with a Twitter-account
5. Our database of about 250 “friends of BaliMotion and Rangdu” (receivers of our
newsletter)
6. Outbound tour operators with a specialty for Indonesia/Bali (to be extended):
a. Talisman (NL)
b. Van Verre (NL)
c. Arcadia Travel (NL)
d. Reisburo Goderie (NL)
e. Dari-Java (NL)
f. Nyhavn (DK)
7. Inbound tour operators in Bali with luxury hotels and villa resorts in their package (to
be extended):
a. Manumadi Tours & Travel
b. Panorama Tours
c. Golden Kris
d. BaliAlpes
e. others to be contacted (numerous)
8. Advertisements in Bali (including road signs near the resort)
a. The Lovina Pages (front page)
b. VIP magazine
Besides all these channels involvement, we also constantly work on product
development, meaning that we have defined wellness packages including all-inclusive
meals and personal treatments and trips. We put these packages on our website, but also
print brochures to be distributed in the southern part of Bali.
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Think of packages for:
-

Hiking (is an outdoor activity which consists of walking in natural environments, often in mountainous or other scenic terrain).

Diving (we have the best diving spots of Indonesia in the neighbourhood)
Golfers (the most beautiful golf course of Bali <Handara Kosaido> is 45 min from here)
- Wellness seekers (with massages, yoga, meditation and beauty care)
There even is an idea for tennis workshops.
-

Does it already pay out? Yes, there is a constant growth in guest night bookings since
2007 (with an exception in 2010 because of the world’s credit- and financial crisis) when
we had a onetime drop back to 550 guest nights).
The ways the Royal Suites are build make them a perfect buying object for villa seekers
with a limited investment requirement.

10. RISK ANALYSIS AND PROTECTION MEASURES
To mitigate any risk that might occur we analysed that and concluded that we already took
appropriate measures, but for this special investment we can add some to it. Let’s do the
analysis per risk issue.
LEGAL
 we draw up a sound and safe contract with you, that will be satisfying for both
sides to be passed in notary deeds
 you invest through a legalized Indonesian foreign invest company unde Dutch
management; as long as this company stays on the right track (according to
Indonesian company law) nobody will touch it (nor individuals, nor government)
 the land on which the Royal Suites will be build is 100% proven legal safe; the
certificate is in our hand; the land is exactly described in the certificate and the
only name holder of the land is our fellow shareholder/director with whom (and
his trustworthy extensive family) we already work together for more than 10
years.
PHYSICAL DAMAGES/ABUSE
 each villa or other building on Royal Residence Rangdu is/will be insured against
any type of damage through violence. Either it is storm, earthquake, thunder,
landslide, falling trees or even riot
 All buildings in Royal Residence Rangdu are maintained according to our high
quality standards. You can see what we mean if you visit Rangdu sometime and
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for instance take a look at villa Jepun, which is already 9 years old now, but is still
looking very young.
FINANCIAL
The financial risk can be brought down to two elements:
 The yearly net yield is not reaching the targets
 The intrinsic value of the property declines under the initial investment value
The first element depends highly on:
 The value offer (which is rated extremely high)
 The occupancy rate (which we can influence through marketing policy)
 The pricing (we will be significant lower than quality like competitors)
 The growing attractiveness of North Bali (a government policy)
 The accuracy of our marketing & sales (continues evaluation and upgrading).
The second element depends mainly on the success of the first one and the evolution of
real-estate prices in North Bali which is likely to grow constantly, because of government
planning to stimulate growth in the North and East part of Bali.
We like to see this as a mutual investment of all involved and we will keep you updated on
the progress. Not only during the construction period, but also and foremost during the
commercial period that starts after that. The reports will be generated on a quarterly basis
and if we need support or consultancy of our fellow-investors, we kindly will request that.

11. DECISION PROCESS
Because our necessary stay in Bali we rely on agents who will expose and advocate our
investment ideas. Because of the earlier mentioned timetable we hope to finalise the
acquisition process for this particular opportunity around February 15, 2012.

12. REFERENCES
Seven villa owners have invested significant higher amounts in luxury (villa) facilities in Rangdu
after a thorough decision making process. PT BaliMotion Indonesia has succeeded in delivering the
promised villas, gardens and swimming pools to utmost satisfaction of the buyers.
If you would like to consult one or more of them we are happy to arrange a meeting for that
purpose.
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Yours sincerely,
PT BaliMotion Indonesia
Jack van den Berg

IG Bagus Surya Candra Sasmita

Presiden Direktur

Direktur

INQUIRIES AND FURTHER INFORMATION
In Bali:

In Europe:

PT BaliMotion Indonesia
Jalan Muntig, Desa Rangdu
81153 Buleleng, Bali
INDONESIA
Tel: +62 362 94783
Mobile: +62 81337844944
Email:
jackvdberg@balimotion.com

Premium Villa Collection Ltd
Algarve Office
Apartado 1080, Ec de Vilamoura
8125-913
Algarve . Portugal
Email:
info@premiumvillacollection.com
Phone: +351 910 461 457

Websites: www.balimotion.com (villa sales)
www.royalresidencerangdu.com (villa rent)
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